HOW DO I GET STARTED
IN VO?
BY

MICROPHONES
"Best" Microphone for voice-over? by Atlanta Voiceover Studio
Voice artists often use condenser mics, ideal for up-close audio
Popular brands: AudioTechnica, Rode, Neumann, MXL, Behringer
Microphones connect in different ways: USB vs. other interfaces
Contact Sweetwater for the most up-to-date details on hardware

DIGITAL AUDIO SOFTWARE
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Popular Brands: ProTools, Reaper, Adobe Audition, RX,
Logic Pro, OcenAudio, Studio One, Audacity

The Audacity Help Forum

6 Suggested DAWS by BunnyStudio

Sweetwater also carries a wide selection of
programs and DAWs for those working in audio

SPEAKING FOR THE MIC

Hang 10 rule

Best Mic Tips To Improve Your Audio by Podcast.co

Plosives will often cause a spike in audio, ex. P's,
D's, G's...consult a coach if you require more
specialized help.
Mouth clicks often get worse after consuming
dairy and sugar, or if your mouth is unclean/dry.
Good hydration, green apples, and certain teas
help many people.

ONLINE SITES + PROFILES
PLACES TO VOLUNTEER + COLLAB

PLACES TO WORK

learningally.org
gatewave.org
hitrecord.com
AudioCandy

fiverr.com
ebookit.com
voices.com
backstage.com
upwork.com
insighttimer.com
voice123.com
acx.com
bunnystudio.com

(Try not to be bothered by the elitism in the VO
community. Some say you're not doing "real" VO if you
do business on certain platforms. This has no basis in
reality and happens in all art forms. If you're working,
you're working. If you're happy, you're happy. Simply
know your worth wherever you're getting work.)

PHOTOS+BRANDING
Your default photos and thumbnails will often look
most inviting when you use your face and a simple
color palette.
Different things work for different people. Try color.
Try black and white. Don't be afraid to switch it up.
Free versions of template graphic programs like Canva
and PicMonkey are now widely used and available.
Keep your usernames the name consistent across all
platforms. VoicesByJuliana or JulianaDoesVoices
would work for this imaginary user to the right >>>

RECORDING SAMPLES
Record your samples on the mic you plan to use for jobs.
Head to the voices.com sample scripts list if you don't have existing
samples. They're short, free, and realistic.
Demos/reels/samples can be posted/submitted in different places.
Record short scripts and edit together various reels as needed.
You can outsource and have demos and reels made. If you work with
a coach, your coach may suggest dummy samples to record to get
you started.

CLIENTS: QUESTIONS TO ASK
What is the deadline?
What is the budget?
What is the word count?
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Is the script ready/finalized/edited?
Do they need supplemental services such as split files,
proofreading, a rushed deadline, a buyout, etc?

Write a quote based on the answers to these questions.
Double-check the answers to these questions. Clients will
often give incorrect answers to word counts or provide
unedited versions of scripts.

CLIENTS: WHAT TO AVOID

Promises of future work in exchange for free work now.

"Do this discounted/free job, and I'll have lots more work for you/put you on my roster."

Trying to cut deals that don't make sense / hook you.

"Can my pre-purchased words carry over indefinitely to other jobs?"

Changing goalposts without compensation.

"This is our final script. Oops, I mean this one. Oops again, one more time!"

Contradictory directions / they won't answer your questions.
"Tone should be happy, but serious! I'll get you the info later." But they never do....

Disrespecting boundaries.
"Are you there?? Where are you? Answer me!" Messages at all hours. Rude demands.

Unrealistic expectations / zero compromising.
Rush turnaround times (without rush pay). 1500 words in 30 sec. Their way or no way.

BONUS: Narrator Roadmap ACX Projects to Avoid

GETTING BOOKED
Evaluate all materials client has sent (check all word counts
yourself) and ask more questions if needed.
Write a quote, and consider all their needs including
deadlines/rushes, proofreading, etc. Upcharges are okay.
Establish your price but allow a little flexibility... some people
want a "deal." Rather than offer discounts, offer included
extras, such as proofreading/split files/multiple takes.
Clients will sometimes want to haggle. Be firm on valuing
your time, and allow flexibility only when reasonable.
Always honor your deadlines.

CONTRACTS
When working via a 3rd party site (i.e. Fiverr, ACX)...
The contract has already been created. Keep communications
with your client through the website until the job is closed.
When doing business via email...
Keep clear records in your email. If phone calls take place,
send summary emails after speaking. This keeps written
records and also clearly outlines expectations.
Creating a contract yourself...
Consulting a legal professional is more accessible than you may
think! Try
Rocket Lawyer for documents and consults.

RECORDING TECHNIQUES
Marking Demo
by VO TECH GURU

Punch & Roll Demo (with OcenAudio)
by Steven Jay Cohen

Punch & Roll (with Studio One)
by Don Baarns

Punch & Roll (with Audacity)
by Joe Simpson

HIRING PEOPLE
What do you need help with? Where are you in your
VO journey? Ask yourself some of those questions
before looking for support. Some coaches
specialize in specific areas. Others cover broad
categories based on their experience.
Narrator's Roadmap Directory
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Coaches & Consultants Directory

Live list of Proofers/QC/Editors

SUBMITTING PROJECTS

Depending on the guidelines required for your delivery, check
each file before submitting for all necessary specs and qualities
(dB levels, noise floor, etc)
On most audiobooks, your credits and sample files are separate
from chapter files. Check the requirements and if your author has
special requests.
Some authors will want to choose the book sample. Others will
allow you to choose. Clearly communicate expectations.
A voice actor/narrator is rarely responsible for sound effects
(Foley) or music. Again, clear communication with your client will
avoid issues. Offer additional services as your time/skill level
allows. Be sure to bill appropriately.
Only offer sound/music that is original, royalty-free, or has been legally obtained. Do not steal.

RECEIVING FEEDBACK
Your client may reply to your submission with a request for updates/revisions/ feedback. These can range
from subjective creative feedback to script changes they have made.
Always fix mistakes you genuinely made at no charge. (ex. misreads)
If you included a certain amount of revisions in the original order, honor them.
If your client is hiring you ad hoc (as needed) for each recording, script re-writes
should be billed individually. They should not be considered free "revisions." The
client is essentially hiring you for a brand new script and should pay accordingly.
Gracefully listen to artistic feedback and come to a compromise on revisions. Offer
to send unedited scratch reads to create less back-and-forth to get to the final
product faster.
If the client's goals seem vague, ask specific questions. What is the time limit? Is
there a video this should be sync'd with? (Ask to view it and add a sync'ing fee.) Are
there pop culture examples for what this should sound like?

GETTING PAID
Choose which payment types you prefer and stick to them. This generally
makes your life/accounting easier and helps establish client boundaries.
Establish clear payment terms. Example...
Orders <$100: no deposit required, payment due upon invoice
Orders $100 - $500: 50% deposit, remainder due upon invoice
Orders >$500: billed in installments 40%/30%/30%, due upon invoice
My preferred way to track my income, expenses & deductions:
Get 50% off for 6 months on Quickbooks Self-Employed

SOCIALS
Most active Facebook group for ACX narrators:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/ACXNarratorsProducers/

There is a huge VO community on Twitter. As per the FAQ on from
No Studio In Particular, a great way to catch casting calls is to simply follow
your favorite studios and keep an eye on certain hashtags.
Follow these folks! @SuchAVoice_vo @VocalHealthSKB @AtlantaVoiceoverStudio

A+ RESOURCES
FAQ for ACX Narrator and Producers FB Group
by Karen Commins
My coach: Don Baarns
https://redbaarnsaudio.com/

Dialect & Accent Coach: Erik Singer
https://www.eriksinger.com/
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VO Resource Guide: Resources & Links List
voiceoverresourceguide.com/vo-services/

HANDY TOOLS

Online word counter

https://essayscam.org/word-price-calculator/

Youglish: Pronunciation Guide
https://youglish.com/

VO Rate Guide

https://www.avosjourney.com/voice-over-rate-guide

EXTRA STUFF

How to use RX to fix flawed audio
by You Pick the Niche
Tips for working with layers in Studio One
by Marcus Huyskens Music
Batteries & Bulbs
10% off when you use code: CDP10011
GeekBuying.com
Good buys from tech to desks to other accessories
Intro To Voiceovers
class by Unmudl.com

WHAT YOU GET
Exclusive step-by-step video where you
watch me build my booth from scratch
Instructional PDF download
Supplies + materials list download
VISIT:

AINSLIECASWELL.COM

WITH

